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through the Value 
Methodology- An 

Introduction to the 
Process
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It happens every day in the 
workplace
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People get stuck
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Stuck thinking
‘inside the box’
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Using the same problem 
solving techniques
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Relying on traditional 
solutions
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How do you make the box 
bigger?
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How do you teach them….
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There is no BOX!



WHAT IS VA?

• Value Analysis is a systematic process 
used by a multidisciplinary team to 
improve the value of a project through the 
analysis of its functions.

• Value is defined as a fair return or 
equivalent in goods, services, or money 
for something exchanged.



WALKER ROAD CP RAIL GRADE 
SEPARATION



WALKER ROAD VE OUTCOME

Project 
Description 

Final design for an urgently needed bridge to separate Walker 
Road from CP Rail - Lower Walker Road and affects many 
utilities and City’s largest employer, Chrysler.

VA Objectives Cost reduction/ containment, agreement on final scope, realistic
cost and schedule estimates.

VA Results $3 M Cost Avoidance, Shift Walker Road West, Reduce size of 
retaining walls, agreed on cost and schedule



VALUE ANALYSIS IS….

1. Value Analysis enables an agency to 
maximize the use of resources.

Value is subjective. 
It is this subjectivity that makes it essential 

to manage value deliberately to achieve 
the optimum balance between key 

stakeholder needs so that the use of 
resources is maximized



VALUE ANALYSIS IS….

2. Value Analysis builds a common 
understanding of key needs

Value Analysis can help bring your team to 
a common understanding of key needs 

and acceptance of the necessary 
changes.



SUCCESS STORY

Project 
Description 

Define requirements & acquire for a fair price new cars, 
while improving client  satisfaction and STM 
performance.

VA 
Objectives

Define the needs of the subway car from operations, 
users, and financial perspectives.

VA Results Positioned internal client in the process, defined STM’ s 
needs, created supplier benchmarks, mobilized 
employees and aligned resources. 



VALUE ANALYSIS IS….

3. Value Analysis is a simple process 
that fosters innovation

Value Analysis is a structured approach to 
innovation and innovation is key to 

delivering public services in a fiscally 
constrained environment.



TRADITIONAL TRUCK INSPECTION 
STATION



Commercial Vehicle Inspection 
Facility, Hwy 401 near Windsor

Triage
(Circle Check)



CVIF BUILDING

Project 
Description 

Develop design concept and standards for a new style of 
commercial vehicle inspection facilities. 

VA 
Objectives

Optimize the building design & security features. Design to be 
multi-functional for other enforcement agencies.

VA Results Fast process, strong buy-in to building concept, very few 
changes in design and construction.



WHY USE VALUE ANALYSIS?

1. Facilitated and Creative Process
2. Generates Alternative Solutions
3. Buy in for Change
4. Fosters Innovation
5. Maximize Use of Resources

“It is about stepping away from the current 
solution or process and ensuring that good 

value is achieved”



MTO’s Experience

Over $900 M in Cost Avoidance since 1998.



WHAT IS VALUE?
• Value is commonly 

represented by the 
relationship:



WHAT VA ISN’T…

• What a good designer “does already”
• An effort to trade off essential functions to cut costs
• Merely a review to eliminate “Gold Plating”
• A method for reducing costs through degrading 

performance and reliability
• In any way intended as a reflection on the 

competence of the designer
• An effort to cheapen the design
• Only done at end of design or start of construction to 

return project to budget



VALUE ANALYSIS HISTORY
• In 1947, Larry Miles, 

an engineer at 
General Electric, 
and his associates 
analyzed many 
products and 
functions to identify 
unnecessary costs 
and develop a step-
by-step process that 
was named Value 
Analysis.



VALUE ENGINEERING HISTORY
• The Canadian 

Society for Value 
Analysis was 
founded in 1993 to 
promote the Value 
Methodologies for 
the benefit of 
Canadians. 



VA = VE = VM

VALUE ANALYSIS
=

VALUE ENGINEERING
=

VALUE MANAGEMENT
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Value ManagementValue Management
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HOW DOES VA WORK?

• Reduce complicated projects into basic 
components by analyzing its functions.

• Identifying the functions of components 
and systems leads to identifying better 
ways to accomplish project goals.



THE OWNER’S
PERSPECTIVE

• The budget is fixed
• No change orders!
• We need it yesterday
• Local economy is important
• Respect our traditions
• Meet code requirements
• No complications!



THE DESIGNER’S
PERSPECTIVE

• Today it is not unusual for project to 
exceed established budgets during the 
design process

• Designers are not known for their cost 
estimating skills



TERMS

• Value Study

• Value Methodology

• Value Standard

• Job Plan



VALUE STUDY

• The overarching objective of the VA Study 
is to improve the value of the project

• Provides the process and structure that is 
used to apply the Job Plan during the 
study



VALUE STANDARD

• Establishes the specific six-phase 
sequential Job Plan process and outlines 
the objectives of each of those phases.

• It does not standardize the specific 
activities that are used to accomplish each 
phase.



JOB PLAN

• Three stage process:
– Pre-Workshop Stage
– Workshop Stage (Typically, 6 Phases - may 

be 5 to 7 depending on facilitator (i.e. 
Function Analysis Phase part of the 
Information Phase)

– Post-Workshop Stage (2 Phases)



JOB PLAN



Pre-Workshop Activities

• Project Management
• Facilitation
• Workshop Organization
• Selecting the VA Team
• Facilities
• Workshop Room Environment
• Required Materials
• Preparation for the Information Phase
• Cost Estimate for the VA Study
• Site Visit



VA Workshop

1. Information
2. Functional Analysis
3. Creativity
4. Evaluation
5. Development
6. Presentation



INFORMATION PHASE
• The team reviews 

and defines the 
current conditions 
of the project and 
identifies the goals 
of the study. 



INFORMATION PHASE
• Management Address 

(includes goals and 
objectives of the VA 
Study)

• Base Case overview by 
the Project Team

• VA Goals and Objectives
• Project Issues and 

Constraints
• Evaluation of data 

gathered and analyzed
• Base case cost estimate
• Site Visit
• Ask Questions



FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS PHASE
• The team defines the 

project functions using 
a two-word active verb/ 
measurable noun 
context.

• The team reviews and 
analyzes these 
functions to determine 
which need 
improvement, 
elimination, or creation 
to meet the project’s 
goals. 



FAST - Neighbourhood Spirit



CREATIVITY PHASE
• The team employs 

creative techniques 
to identify other 
ways to perform 
the project’s 
function(s). 



EVALUATION PHASE
• The team follows a 

structured evaluation 
process to select 
those ideas that 
offer the potential for 
value improvement 
while delivering the 
project’s function(s) 
and considering 
performance 
requirements and 
resource limits. 

OR



DEVELOPMENT PHASE
• The team develops 

the selected ideas 
into alternatives (or 
proposals) with a 
sufficient level of 
documentation to 
allow decision 
makers to 
determine if the 
alternative should 
be implemented. 



PRESENTATION PHASE
• The team leader 

develops a report 
and/or presentation 
that documents and 
conveys the 
adequacy of the 
alternative(s) 
developed by the 
team and the 
associated value 
improvement 
opportunity. 



VA STUDY OBJECTIVES

• Improve Quality
• Reduce Construction Time
• Improve Constructability
• Insure Safe Operations
• Assure Environmental and Ecological 

Goals
• Minimize Total Ownership Costs



VA CHARACTERISTICS
• Focus on Cost
• Analyze Function
• Use Creativity
• Use Team 

Synergism
• Follow a System 

(Job Plan)
• Enhance Programs



THE VA PROCESS DIFFERENCE

• Teamwork
• JOB PLAN
• FUNCTION ANALYSIS
• CREATIVITY
• Life Cycle Cost Analysis
• FAST Diagram



WHY USE VA?

Capital Cost Quality

Life Cycle Cost Value 

Design Time Sustainability

Decision Time Ideas

Schedule Consensus

Risk Performance



OTHER VA OBJECTIVES

• Reduce Construction Time
– Phasing, Contractor Input, User Benefits

• Reduce Environmental Impacts
• Enhance Safety

– Accident History, Available Remedies, Cost
• Reduce Risks to the Project



Top 10 REASONS FOR 
PREDICTABLE SUCCESS OF VA...

Freedom to be creative
Freedom to challenge
Focused team effort on limited targets
Team of different disciplines and viewpoints
Positive reinforcement of suggestions
Appreciating the power of the mind
Understanding goals & limitations of each discipline
Encouragement to excel individually & as a team
Motivation of each individual within team
Function Analysis



WHEN TO USE VA?

• During Planning 

• During Scoping  

• At 30% Design

• At 60% Design

• At 90% Design



MANAGEMENT
INVOLVEMENT

• Commitment to the process
• Give top level support and involvement
• Guarantee program implementation
• Designate a VA administrator
• Make funds available
• Promotes agency’s accomplishments



WHY DOESN’T VA SELL?

• Corporate Culture resists innovation.
• COMMON EXCUSES:

– Insufficient Time,
– Insufficient Funds,
– Insufficient Staff

• OR WORSE:
– “We do something like that all the time.”



VA FEARS

• Manager/Designer   
– Interference
– Degrade the project
– Changes will delay project

• Practitioner
– Expectations
– Fear of Failure
– Dissatisfaction
– Quotas



WHAT ARE WE AFRAID OF?

• Change!
• Challenging the 

Status Quo



Basic VA is:
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